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	The book is about computer vision and action recognition & understanding. If you have
	a basic knowledge on image processing and would like to study or to do research on
	action/activity understanding and recognition in computer vision and related arenas –
	then this is the book for you!


	Throughout my endeavor to write this book, I have undergone many discussions with
	many experts during various conferences and academic meetings, discussed over emails
	on many challenging issues. I would like to thank them for their valuable time and inputs.
	Those exchanges facilitate me to build up andmature different ideas in the line of
	this book.


	Human action analyses and recognition are challenging problems due to large variations in human motion and appearance, camera viewpoint and environment settings. The field of action and activity representation and recognition is relatively old, yet not well-understood by the students and research community. Some important but common motion recognition problems are even now unsolved properly by the computer vision community. However, in the last decade, a number of good approaches are proposed and evaluated subsequently by many researchers. Among those methods, some methods get significant attention from many researchers in the computer vision field due to their better robustness and performance. This book will cover gap of information and materials on comprehensive outlook – through various strategies from the scratch to the state-of-the-art on computer vision regarding action recognition approaches. This book will target the students and researchers who have knowledge on image processing at a basic level and would like to explore more on this area and do research. The step by step methodologies will encourage one to move forward for a comprehensive knowledge on computer vision for recognizing various human actions.
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Practical Ship Hydrodynamics, Second EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2011

	Ten years after the 1st edition, it was time to update, extend and reorganize the material.

	The book still gives an introduction to modern ship hydrodynamics, which is in my

	opinion suitable for teaching at a senior undergraduate level or even at a postgraduate

	level. It is thus also suitable for engineers working in industry. The...
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Physiological, Developmental and Behavioral Effects of Marine PollutionSpringer, 2013

	Synthesizing decades of work, but up-to-date, this book focuses on organism-level responses to pollutants by marine animals, mainly crustaceans, molluscs, and fishes. Emphasizing effects on physiological processes (feeding/digestion, respiration, osmoregulation), life-cycle (reproduction [including endocrine disruption], embryo...
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Doing Business on Facebook: The Mini Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2010

	Facebook has grown up a lot since its early days as a site where college kids could connect. Now, everyone from your nephew to your boss to your neighbor is likely on Facebook. And the site isn’t just a place to goof off and learn the latest gossip: It’s a great place to network, collaborate on projects, and promote your...
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ZBrush 4 Sculpting for Games: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Since ZBrush was released, it dramatically changed the way game art is created. It is unmatched in its speed for creating highly detailed models and thus, is widely used in the games and film industry. We could even say that if you want to be a game artist today, ZBrush is considered a standard.


	A few years ago, ZBrush was used...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY iPad 4th Generation and iPad miniVisual, 2013

	A fully updated visual guide on the latest evolution of the amazing iPad!


	As the ultimate entertainment and media device, the iPad is ever evolving. This visual guide gets you up to date on all the latest information for accessing and downloading books, apps, music, and video content as well as sending photos and emails,...
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Love 'Em or Lose 'Em, Sixth Edition: Getting Good People to StayBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2021

	This sixth edition of the number one bestselling employee retention book in the world (over 800,000 copies sold) puts a new emphasis on diversity and inclusion but keeps the same appealing format: twenty-six simple strategies from A to Z.

	

	Despite booms and busts, technology advances, talent wars, layoffs, and even a...
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